Lily Arbisser ’08 is a senior majoring in Art and Archaeology and pursuing a certificate in Vocal Performance. She is a member of the Princeton University Glee Club and has sung numerous solos with the group, most notably as the featured soprano in the choir’s performance of Haydn’s Lord Nelson Mass in 2006. Since her opera debut as Ella in the Princeton Opera Theater’s performance of Gilbert & Sullivan’s Patience in 2006 she has added two roles to her repertoire, appearing as Barbarina in Le Nozze di Figaro with the Brooklyn Conservatory Summer Opera Workshop 2007 and preparing to sing Susanna in the Princeton Opera Theater’s performance of Figaro this coming January. Lily currently studies with Beth Roberts and Amy Burton of Mannes College.

_Aria (Cantilena)_ by Ruth Valadares Carneá

_in the evening a rosy cloud, slow and lustrous,
floated across the lovely dreaming sky.
In its infinity the moon gently rises,
glorifying the evening, like a tender girl
who dreamily decks and adorns herself,
longing in her soul to appear beautiful
and crying to heaven and earth, to all Nature!
The birds cease singing their sad laments
and the sea savors all its riches.
Softly now the moonlight awakes
memories of laughter and tears.
In the evening a rosy cloud, slow and lustrous,
floats across the lovely dreaming sky.

_Translation by Louné-Salter_

Anna Wittstruck ’09 is a music major pursuing certificates in conducting and creative writing. She is principal cellist of the Princeton University Orchestra and Assistant Conductor for Sinfonia. As a cellist, she has appeared as a soloist with the Charlotte and Hendersonville Symphonies, as well as on the Public Radio International show, “From The Top.” She played four seasons as the youngest contracted member of the Asheville Symphony, and has participated in orchestra festivals at Round Top Festival, the National Symphony Orchestra/Kennedy Center Institute, and Tanglewood, as well as participating in the “Viva Vivaldi! 2002 All-Girl Orchestra” at the Kennedy Center. She is a graduate of the North Carolina School of the Arts, and currently studies cello with Alan Stephansky. After completing Richard Tang Yuk’s course in conducting last fall, and conducting Beethoven’s “Prometheus” Overture in Richardson Auditorium, she was accepted into Princeton’s Musical Performance Program for conducting and now studies with Michael Pratt.

This is Ruth Ochs’ sixth season as conductor of the Princeton University Sinfonia. She is also conductor of the Westminster Community Orchestra and resident conductor of the Westminster Conservatory’s faculty concert series. She holds degrees in music and conducting from Harvard University and the University of Texas at Austin. As a Fulbright Scholar, she studied at Humboldt University in Berlin, Germany. In addition to her conducting, she is a musicologist and is writing a Ph.D. dissertation on 20th-century Polish music.
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Symphony No. 103 in E-flat major, "Drumroll"
Joseph Haydn
(1732-1809)

Adagio – Allegro con spirito
Andante più tosto Allegretto
Menuet
Finale: Allegro con spirito
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Allegro moderato
Andante con moto
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